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From: Rebecca Nease jz
To: Sanborn, Gary ,tjg
Date: 1/13/03 7:39AM
Subject: Re: ANO FIRE PROTECTION SERP - January 23,2003

Caiary,

Sorry I'm so hard to get in touch with. I was onsite (DC) last week, except for my CWS Friday and I was in
the office anyway. I am in the office this morning for a couple of hrs, but am flying back to DC today and -
staying the rest of this week. We can talk via e-mail which I can get in the resident office.

The references all together fill a 3 inch binder, which was compiled by Troy Pruett (SRA). He thought (and
I agree) that this was too much material to send to everyone, and a lot of it is techical to support the Phase
3. See-Meng has a copy, and can share it with anyone who is interested. He should bring it to the SERP:;'

I suggest we send a copy of RIV's letter to ANO (denying their backfit claim) and a copy of the TIA (with its
enclosed inspection report and SDP Phase 2) to the SERP members. Both are attached to this e-mail. t
strongly suggest that the SERP members read RIV's backfit letter to ANO (with it's enclosure). Please be
aware that to see the footnotes, these documents must be saved to WP, then printed.

In addition, if you could get an electronic copy of NRR's response to our TIA, that might also be a good
thing to send to the SERP. As I expect to get some discussion concerning the violation, another
document to include is NRR's response to NEI concerning the use of manual actions for meeting App 13,
Section III.G.2 (call Phil Qualls for its ADAMS address)

One of our SERP attendees has to leave a little early, so is it possible for us go first?

Rebecca

CC: Marschall, Charles; Pruett, Troy


